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The Keeling Curve has

provided unequivocal

evidence of rising green-

house gas concentrations

for 50 years.

A LEGACY OF CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AT SCRIPPS

SS C R I P P S  I N S T I T U T I O N  O F  O C E A N O G R A P H Y  AT  U C  S A N  D I E G O is one of the oldest, largest, and most important

centers for global science, research, and education in the world. Now in its second century of discovery, the

scientific scope of the institution has grown to include biological, physical, chemical, geological, geophysical, and

atmospheric studies of the earth as a system. Hundreds of research programs covering a wide range of

scientific areas are under way today in 65 countries. The institution has a staff of about 1,300, and annual

expenditures of approximately $155 million from federal, state, and

private sources. Scripps operates one of the largest U.S. academic fleets

with four oceanographic research ships and one research platform for

worldwide exploration.

THE KEELING CURVE

Late Scripps geochemist Charles David Keeling helped launch the

modern era of climate change research beginning in 1958 with his

measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide, now known as the

Keeling Curve. As that data accumulated, it established that human

activities were changing the chemistry of the atmosphere, creating a

greenhouse effect that could profoundly alter climate.

PIONEERING PREDICTIVE CAPABILITY

Since then, Scripps has continued to lead many of the most important advances in the field. In the late

1960s, Jerome Namais and other Scripps researchers began to appreciate that the oceans govern sea-

sonal and longer-term climate fluctuations, and in particular that the Pacific Ocean serves as a strong

influence on forthcoming weather patterns over North America. Pursuing this led them to a series of

pioneering long-range forecasting methodologies, and stimulated a new generation of ocean observa-

tions that have recently been developed with much effort from Scripps oceanographers.

SERVICE TO THE STATE

Regionally focused projects are providing new insights to state decision-makers. The Scripps-led

California Applications Program and the California Climate Change Center, both led by climate scientist

Dan Cayan, are supplying the state with better information on regional climate variability and projected

climate change. Researchers from these programs have identified changes in recent decades in the tim-

ing of spring, in the number and intensity of wildfires, and a shift toward more rain and less snow in the

West. Scripps scientists are leaders in tracking subtle but significant byproducts of anthropogenic climate

change, such as the increasing acidification of the oceans and the gradual rise of sea level.



For more information about 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 
please visit the Scripps website at
scripps.ucsd.edu or contact the 
Scripps Communications Office at 
858-534-3624.

To learn more about climate change, 
Scripps and the Feeling the Heat exhibit 
at Birch Aquarium at Scripps, visit the 
website “Making Sense of Climate Change,” 
aquarium.ucsd.edu/climate.

Scripps research has been especially vital in the past year, including its promi-

nent role in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth

Assessment Report. In addition, a number of recent research advances have

gained widespread attention:

CLOUDS AND CHEMISTRY

Atmospheric chemistry professor Veerabhadran Ramanathan opened the door

to a largely unexplored aspect of climate change through his study of aerosols

— particularly soot and other pollutants — as a key influence on climate. He

has discovered that a combination of global

warming and global dimming could be dis-

rupting rainfall patterns and cloud formation.

Most recently, he reported in the journal

Nature that these conditions are accelerating

the melt of Himalayan glaciers that supply bil-

lions of people with water.

WATCHING WESTERN WATER

Research marine physicist Tim Barnett has

been a global leader in using computer mod-

els to identify climate trends, particularly over the past century, and to distinguish natural causes

from human ones.Thanks to continual improvement of such models, he and Scripps analyst David

Pierce have been able to produce an analysis of anthropogenic climate change with a remarkable

degree of regional detail. In a January paper in the journal Science, they demonstrated that hydro-

logical trends in the Southwest could only be explained as a consequence of human activities.

UPCOMING AND ONGOING

In March, Scripps will observe the 50th anniversary of the Keeling Curve with a special gala event.

A key participant will be Ralph Keeling, Charles David Keeling’s son and current Scripps researcher.

Ralph Keeling has continued to plot the upward tick of the Keeling Curve and makes additional

measurements of atmospheric oxygen levels that have further defined the challenge posed by cli-

mate change to society.

Scripps is furthering the public’s understanding of climate change through research like this,

through advisory partnerships with local, state and federal government, and through exhibits such

as Feeling the Heat:The Climate Challenge now on display at the Birch Aquarium at Scripps.
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